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The WidEr CuRriCuLUm
Can you explain where you belong? How do you belong here? What
makes it fit for you?
Can you draw High View Primary in the style of the illustrations in the
book?
Draw your teachers / teaching assistants as ‘Lost Things’. Think carefully
about the size and shapes of them.
Make a Lost Thing out of geometric shapes – label them and say why you
have chosen the (this can be draw on paper or made out of card).
Kahoot quiz – match the fact to the lost teacher.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+lost+
thing+shaun+tan&&view=detail&mid=040C908394
2CEEE89D25040C9083942CEEE89D25&&FORM=VR
DGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bl
ost%2Bthing%2Bshaun%2Btan%26FORM%3DHDRS
C4

Draw a treasure map and write clues across the world to locate a lost thing – use
compass directions, different continents, seas and countries to help find your lost
thing.

MaThs IDeas
Fluent in 5
Shape Kahoot – play and see how well you know
your shapes!
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itEracy IdeAs

Design an advert for yourself – what do your new
teachers need to know about you?

Make a Lost Thing out of geometric shapes – label
them and say why you have chosen the (this can be
draw on paper or made out of card.

Design and write a postcard to your new teacher to tell
them something about your favourite place or hobby.

Find the different shape in some famous
landmarks/buildings. What is the most unusual 3D
shape you can find? Look around the world/ places
such as London, Tokyo, Dubai, Barcelona, Peru, Egypt
and anywhere else you can think of.

Write a story about the lost thing after it is left in the
building? Think about if it is the right place for it.

Make a collage of the different buildings you find and
label and discuss the shapes.

Write down your History at High View – thinking
about when you joined, the different teachers,
different trips/ competitions and any other exciting
experiences.

